TRAUMATIC LESIONS OF EUROPEAN MOLE *Talpa europaea* (Linnaeus, 1758) IN MULTISLICE COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY. CASE STUDY

ZMIANY POURAZOWE U KRETA EUROPEJSKIEGO *Talpa europaea* (Linnaeus, 1758) W WIELORZĘDOWEJ TOMOGRAFII KOMPUTEROWEJ. OPIS PRZYPADKÓW

INTRODUCTION

The changes happening in the awareness and consciousness of the 21st century society influenced the way of how the death of an animal is. Humans, placing themselves at the top of the evolutionary pyramid, slowly realize that they are only a piece of the ecosystem, a millions year old entirety that provides their survival. The European mole, which also constitutes a piece of that entirety, a species found widely across the whole Europe (Gorman and Stone 1990), is particularly cared of in Poland. In the past, moles were hunted across the country for their fur, what contributed to the severe reduction in their population in Poland. Today, the European mole is under partial species protection and categorised in the Least Concern (LC) group.
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(Amori et al. 2008). Killing those specimens within Polish territory, with few exceptions mentioned in Regulation of Minister of Environment of 6th October, 2014 on animal species protection (Rozporządzenie Ministra Środowiska z 6 października 2014 r.), like allotment gardens, horticulture, airport, is punishable by fine, community sentence or imprisonment for two years, and in case of cruelty to animals the punishment might be prolonged to 3 years of imprisonment. The court may also pronounce compensatory damage of PLN 500 (around EUR 120) up to PLN 100 000 (almost EUR 24 000), for intended animal protection purpose. Despite those measures, the protected animals are still found dead. The causes of deaths of a widespread species, like above mentioned European mole, are verified rarely, what is inconsistent with state regulations. The problem, described in this article concerning moles, may be transferred from the mole to any animal from the list of protected animals.

The unique structure of the mole has been the subject of many researches for many years. The oldest reachable work concerning anatomy of a mole dates back to 19th century and describes the pectoral limb (Freeman 1886). The parasite fauna of the mole is also well known (Shimalov and Shimalov 2001). A few publications describe the adaptation of mole’s cardiovascular system to its lifestyle, among others the structure of its hemoglobin and its function in its subterranean life (Jelkmann et al. 1981). In the year 2010 microscopic cornea structure of a mole had been analysed (Carmona et al. 2010). The last publications describe the mole carrier state of the Nova Hanta Virus, which was found in the organisms of the moles living within the territory of Poland (Gu et al. 2015). The analysis of academic literature indicates that there is lack of renewed publications, concerning normal and pathological anatomy of a mole, including computed tomography (CT).

In this publication, CT allowed to determine the cause of death of the two moles found within area of strict species protection. The results showed how the species protection is applied in practice.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The bodies of the two European moles, marked A and B, were found in the vicinity of allotment gardens and included into museum collection of the Warsaw Agricultural University (SGGW). After placing them in containers, they underwent image scans in order to analyse their injuries and determine the cause of their death. Therefore the helical scans were made using sixteenth-multislice computed tomograph GE LightSeed PRO16 in SP CSK in Warsaw. The scan was made accordingly with following parameters: exposure 22mAs, exposure time 2.2 s, layer thickness 0.625 mm, kVp 140 kV, exposure time – 2161 ms, HFS position. The data obtained was researched at various levels using DicomViewer (UniPacs Inc) and VolView3 (Kitware). The 3D image of the two moles were reconstructed with the use of VolView 3 (Kitware) – Fig. 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mole A had no fractures within the viscerocranium, the continuity of the spine was intact and in the beginning of the spine a few fractures of thoracic vertebra were found. Comminuted fractures of VII–XIII ribs on the left side and fractured VII, VIII, XIII ribs on the right side were found in the chest. The complete fracture of the left scapula at the 2/3 of its length, displaced cranial, was also found within the shoulder girdle. The other bone structures showed no anomalies. It may be assumed that on the left and right side of the chest there was subcutaneous emphysema, spreaded in the area of broken ribs. The identification of larynx, trachea and oesophagus was possible, the outline of the liver was visible, as well as the intestinal loop, excessively filled with gas, what indicated progress of the putrefaction process. Regarding the skeletal structure of the mole B, it was possible to determine comminuted fractures of the calvaria of skull, displacement of the left shoulder girdle and fracture of the right scapula, also displaced. Regarding soft tissues, the heart – 10.27 mm long and 7.51 mm wide – was visible, as well as the outline of liver, lungs, the intestinal loop filled with fecal mass and finally muscle parts – core muscles as well as both pairs of pectoral and pelvic limbs. The identification of internal and external ear canals of proper structure was possible. The quality of the data obtained in CT scan did not enable the analysis of other areas of the head.

The determined injuries caused death of both moles and were most likely inflicted with a blunt instrument with malice aforethought. The area where the two moles were found might indicate that they were treated as pests and killed, regardless of their protection status in Poland.

As the above study shows, the modern image methodology might be effectively used as the source of evidence in proceedings against individuals intentionally abusing or taking lives of protected animal species, without the need to interference in the body. It might speed up the conduct of the procedure and ease the enforcement of existing law. So far, determining the
cause of death has been usually performed using the traditional post-mortem techniques, as for example in the study concerning hawaiian geese (Work et al. 2015). Moreover, the three-dimensional reconstructions will allow to localize the found injuries in space and better depiction of the animal condition. Similar reconstructions were performed for mice (Rusu et al. 2015), on the basis data obtained in magnetic resonance. The manners of generating three-dimensional images of animals are developed constantly, as exemplified in publication describing new technique of reconstruction based on the data obtained in transillumination (Tran et al. 2014). Obstacles in analysing organs of the smallest animals, such as rodents can be omitted with application of modern medical imaging. Such methodology was applied by Wathen et al. (2013), using CT with contrast to scan soft tissues of murine. The pathological examination and non-invasive scanning techniques may solve problems frequently encountered in small mammal’s clinical practice (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Transverse CT image of mole A with thoracic tissues affected by subcutaneous emphysema (1); transverse CT image of mole B with depressed cranial fracture (2)](image)

Ryc. 2. Obraz CT w projekcji poprzecznej kreta A z tkankami klatki piersiowej, z widoczną odmą podskórą (1); obraz CT w projekcji poprzecznej kreta B z włamaniami czaszki (2)

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results of this study shows utility of diagnostic imaging in veterinary forensic pathology, particularly its applicability during proceedings as an evidence of intentional kill of threatened species. Additionally, it may be useful in mole imaging in the future.
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Abstract. The European mole is under partial species protection in Poland. The traumatic lesions of 2 moles have been analysed and a sixteenth-multislice computed tomography (CT) has been used to provide with images of various projections. Mole A had fractured VII–XIII ribs on the left side, and left scapula fractured with displacement, on the right side ribs VI, VIII and XIII fractured. The skull of mole B had comminuted fractures and the pectoral girdle was displaced. The above mentioned injuries caused death of both animals. The obtained data could be used in the future to analyse tissues of a mole.